NATIONAL COVERAGE
LOCAL OWNERSHIP

SOCIALPRO® SERIES
DigiStream® has developed an industry-leading intelligence division utilizing the latest software and online investigative techniques. Through proprietary software and direct queries of popular social networking sites, our trained investigators crawl the internet to uncover a subject’s digital footprint. These investigations document social network posts, photos, classified postings, aliases and relevant screen names. All data is vaulted and monitored for 60 days.

MURF
Our Mobile Unmanned Recording Facility (MURF) offers continuous uninterrupted recording for up to 96 hours, identifying patterns and behaviors and establishing positive identification.

ALIVE & WELL
Our trained investigators conduct an in-person interview ensuring that the claimant/beneficiary is in fact, living and receiving benefits. In addition, we also perform a brief background and social media investigation to uncover any relevant information to the benefits process.

CLAIMS INVESTIGATION
AOE/COE Investigations cover a wide range of services including recorded statements, records retrieval, person locates, scene investigations and a myriad of additional services.

SURVEILLANCE
DigiStream® is dedicated to the perfection of the trade through technology and investigator training. Company owned and monitored vehicles, trained surveillance specialists, flat fee pricing, and localized service are standard for every assignment. All surveillance includes our Next Day Video® updates.

MED/REC SWEEP
Medical and recreational sweeps are a valuable way to uncover records that may have been concealed. DigiStream® will canvass medical or recreational facilities within a 30-mile radius of a specific location. Medical records will not be provided without signed consent in compliance with HIPAA.

FRAUD CONSULTATION
Professional investigative review of a claim file, followed by an opinion as to the efficacy of the pursuit of fraud. The consultation will include recommendations of additional investigative efforts required to ensure the elements of fraud can be proven beyond a reasonable doubt.

GEOSOCIAL SWEEP®
DigiStream’s® Geosocial Sweeps® combine trained Research Analysts, custom geolocation software and our proven search methodology to uncover geotagged social media content at specific locations and times. This location-based search can provide photographs, videos and posts pertaining to the incident in question. The resulting information may be helpful in producing social media evidence and witnesses previously unknown to legal and claims professionals.